RH SPECIALIST INSURANCE:
‘NOT JUST CLASSICS!’
By Emma Airey, Account Executive, RH Specialist Insurance

“Who’s your insurance with? RH? I thought they only did classic cars?”
Assuming that RH Specialist Insurance is a ‘classics-only’ insurance company
is a natural mistake. They’re best known in that area, for sure, and the name
– ‘RH Specialist Insurance’ – does suggest a degree of specialisation.
But RH’s specialism isn’t only in classic vehicles. It’s in the depth of knowledge
they have across all motoring genres. They cover literally anything with an
engine. Not just classics, but motorcycles, kit cars, steam-powered cars,
even Sherman tanks!
RH also offers competitive rates for existing clients’ everyday modern cars.
All makes and models are welcome.
There are three secrets to help minimise your modern’s premiums through RH.
• Limiting the car’s annual mileage to 7500 or less.
• Keeping it garaged or on your driveway overnight.
The third secret comes free when you connect to RH’s main specialism: their
extraordinary level of experience and service, coupled with a determination
to reward customers for loyalty.
Unlike most big-name companies, RH doesn’t charge administration fees for
mid-term policy adjustments. That allows them to deliver competitive rates
across the board.
So, whether you have a Stag, a Skoda or a Saracen, you owe it to yourself
to make a quick call to RH. You may end up kicking yourself for not calling
earlier – but you’ll certainly discover why they have one of the highest
customer retention levels in the business.

Call RH now on 0333 043 3911 or email classicuw@ers.com.
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